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"It all began 530 years ago, when an incredible 
Italian inventor, by the name of Leonardo Da 
Vinci, gave life to something that has forever 
revolutionised our way of life. Since that long-a-
go day, the bicycle has slowly become an object 
of everyday use in all the countries of the world.
With the utmost focus on the concept of what it 
means to be Italian, which has traditionally cha-
racterised the world of bicycles with excellence, 
Argento designs and develops his e-bikes right 
here.
The combination of Italian expertise, a brand 
with a Made in Italy flavour and the best compo-
nents from all over the world, has led to the crea-
tion of our models with Italian Royal saddles, 
Tektro braking systems, Shimano gearbox, 
Spanninga lights, Samsung batteries, American 
bicycle forks and many more.
Argento embodies the fusion of green innova-
tion and Made in Italy tradition!"



Carrer up to 15Kg Battery fully
integrated into the frameSuspension forkE-bike dimensions
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All picture shown are for illustration purposes only. Actual products may vary.
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28 "X 1.75" brand KENDA model K1088
black aluminum, double shoulder, black spokes

aluminum brand ZOOM, with single shock absorber
brand PROWHEEL model POR 48T
aluminum brand VP model VP-608
aluminum with integrated padlock for rear wheel
25 Km/h
brand SELLE ROYAL, model Freeway, high density sponge padding
aluminum, with internal suspension
aluminum, brand ZOOM, model city
brand VELO, in breathable, ergonomic, non-slip and waterproof silicone

SAMSUNG 36V 10,4Ah 375Wh 
42V 2A
4/6 hours

2,46Kg
22,54Kg
25Kg
147,5 x 26 x 90cm

mechanical front and rear disc brake, brand: TEKTRO, model: Aries, 
WuXing brakes lever, motor power cut off sensor
Shimano Tourney 7 speed

LED lights, brand SPANNINGA, front model: HL 1900, rear model: RL1900, 
operated from the display 

from 40 to 70km, this data depends on: level of assistance used, weight 
of the cyclist, muscle power applied when pedaling, tire pressure, road 
slope, number of stops and restarts

brand: XOFO, 36V 250W, rear
included, city model, plastic
rear, side model
included, max load 15Kg, black
100kg

brand APT, 500S LCD display, IP67 waterproof, info on the display: 5 assistance 
levels, battery indicator, ON / OFF lights, odometer with attached functions
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